Rooted in history, inspired by innovation
As the first to plant Syrah and just the third winery established in Santa Barbara County, Zaca Mesa
has been a family-owned and operated winery since 1973. We pride ourselves on producing sustainably
-farmed and estate-grown Rhône-style wines from our beloved vineyard in the Santa Ynez Valley.

Viognier

Clydesdale

Our Viognier is picked for optimal balance
of ripeness, acidity & structure. The wine
is barrel fermented and aged in neutral oak
barrels. It displays classic notes of white peach,
honeysuckle & citrus.

100% Syrah, a reserve selection showing bold
and expressive fruit, with extended barrel age
in mostly neutral oak. Named in honor of our
ownership’s historical middle name, which
dates back generations.

2018 90pts WE | 90pts AG
2017 90pts WE | 90pts AG
2016 90pts CG

2016 94pts WE | 93pts AG

Roussanne

Mesa Reserve Syrah

100% Tablas Clone Roussanne, barrelfermented and aged sur lie. Features classic
Roussanne richness & texture enveloping notes
of stone fruit & fig, spices, honeysuckle, earth
and hints of mineral.

The Mesa Reserve is comprised of favorite
blocks of Syrah from our estate, ranging
in vine age between 9-22 years. The wine
displays notes of rich black fruits, wild herb,
and cedar over a complex structure.

2016 92pts WE | 92pts AG
2014 92pts WE

2016 94pts CG | 92pts WE | 92pts JD
2015 92pts JD | 90pts WE
2014 93pts AG | 91pts WE

6 pack

6 pack

Z CuvÉe

Inceptive

Our
classic
blend
of
GRENACHE,
MOURVÈDRE & CINSAULT. Each grape
adds its own character & layer: Grenache adds
bright red berry & elegance, Mourvèdre gives
dark dense fruit, and Cinsault adds dusty berry.

Our proprietary blend of estate-grown
SYRAH, MOURVÈDRE & GRENACHE,
aged in concrete & neutral French oak,
emphasizing classically-styled bold & bright
fruit, savory depth, and polished structure.

2015 92pts WE
2014 91pts PDWR
2013 91pts WE

2017 92pts AG | 90pts WE | 90pts WS
2016 93pts WE | 92pts AG | 90pts JD
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Paying tribute to the land our boots have tread upon for years...
For over 45 years, we have pressed forward with integrity and intention, driven by our trailblazing spirit and passion for quality
viticulture. Our experience and love for the region ultimately inspired a new endeavor - TREAD. Honoring our family’s willingness to
take a step in a new direction and our deep connection to the land, a connection that is expressed through wines with a true sense
of place, TREAD crafts ultrapremium, site-driven wines dedicated to showcasing the diversity of Santa Barbara County.

2019 Santa Barbara County Chardonnay
The 2019 Santa Barbara County Chardonnay is remarkably complex with powerful layers of
Braeburn apple, pear, lemon cream, and guava. The fruit characteristics are balanced by
notes of flint in this intricate bouquet. The creamy texture carries juicy flavors of pineapple
and ripe nectarine in a silky finish that is kept taut by refreshing acidity and nimble citrus
flavors.

92 pts | Wine Enthusiast

2019 Santa Barbara County Pinot Noir
Our 2019 vintage is a truly stunning expression of Santa Barbara County Pinot Noir. The
bouquet is alluring, offering fruit-forward notes of wild strawberry, pomegranate, and
dried cherry, intermingled with black tea leaves and citrus rind. The wine’s expansive
middle palate and medium body are delicately balanced by fine-grained tannins. Intense
flavors of tart red fruits and perfumed notes of baking spices are complemented by the
vibrant finish.

94 pts | Wine Enthusiast Editors’ Choice
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